Perhaps the most important facet of my job as a writer is to remain objective. If I ask better questions, I'll get better answers; and yet, eventually, the attention of the people with the right knowledge, authority, and compassion to properly address these issues we so desperately need solved, it's time to do the right thing and tell you what they don't want you to know.

If I come across an just another disgruntled inmate seeking a platform on which to vent - then I'll do none of us any good. Therefore, I need to shift the focus from the issues as being only prison related, and view them in the light of being problems facing society as a whole. My goal is to take a proactive approach in the prevention of needless suffering for everyone involved.

I'll do my best to stay away from speculation and conjecture. If anyone doubts the validity of what I say, then by all means, do some fact checking and look into it. After all, you fine people have google and internet. I do the best I can with what I've got: (pen, envelopes, paper, stamps, email-mail, periodicals, direct observation, etc.) Oh, don't take that as a complaint. Let my perseverance in spite of my limitations stand as a testament to the importance of my work.

The legalistic view of rich people with power says: "PROVE IT - CATCH ME IF YOU CAN." Well, I may lack the resources and alliances to stand toe to toe with them in court. But even a simple country boy like me knows wrong is wrong. And regardless of the fact that people have become desensitized to these crimes because of the environment in which they occur, does not detract from

(1)
the fact that there are NO acceptable non-permissible levels for: THEFT, ASSAULT, RAPE, EXTORTION, ROBBERY, CONSPIRACY, EMBEZZLEMENT, DRUG SMUGGLING, GANG ACTIVITY, ORGANIZED CRIME, WEAPONS VIOLATIONS, INTRODUCTION OF CONTRABAND INTO A PENAL INSTITUTION, PROHIBITED DATA VIA THUMB DRIVES, GAMBLING, PROSTITUTION, MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS, RECORD FALSIFICATION, CELL PHONES, RACKETEERING, etc...

Just prior to Christmas we had two assaults that could have resulted in death. One kid gets his head split with a fan motor. The other was stomped so severely that they broke his jaw. THE TORRES UNIT is supposed to become this shining star of a “FAITH BASED” unit. Instead, what we have is a handful of people with faith. And a plethora of others who are simply just BASE.

When the minister stood up and announced that 2 MILLION DOLLARS had been donated to build a chapel, the congregation cheered. I invite anyone to look at the metal building out in front of the Torres unit and tell me it’s a 2 million dollar facility. Sometimes there are some cost overrun and construction problems. We were scheduled to begin services in May of 2018. Why is the building still not ready? Who ran off with the money?

Was there any nepotism or favoritism involved with selecting a contractor? Were there inferior products, labor, and/or methods used in order to cut costs and pad the pockets of state officials? Oh sure, there’s inspectors, permits, fees, and miscellaneous expenses. Does all that really add up to 2 MILLION DOLLARS WORTH? Where is all the oversight and accountability?

When good people refuse to stand up for the right things, then bad people will rush in to fill the vacuum...
with the wrong things. I hope the powers that be
don’t mistake my intentions too critical of their prowess
in administration or lack thereof. It’s really not their
fault. They don’t run the criminal justice system. THE GANGS
DO. And if anyone finds this an exaggeration, then just
ask former officers: BARRIENTES, GUTIERREZ, OAVILIA,
WOODS, and DINKINS. These poor unfortunatees suffered
from such low self esteem that they found it necessary
to prostitute themselves and smuggle in the drugs and
cell phones for their superiors. They’re the casualties in
a very sick and twisted game.

There is an oppressive philosophy of corruption
and antagonism that permeates every movement of this
unit’s operation. An overabundance of malicious guards do
all they can to increase stress and anxiety in order to
raise tensions to a high enough level where they can
hopefully “SEE A LITTLE ACTION.” No amount of hate or
bullying is acceptable or ever leads to anything good.
Theft of inmate property and writing frivolous disciplinary
cases under the guise of “following policy and procedure”
only serves to exacerbate an already dangerous situation.
Thus, risking the safety and security for offenders, staff,
and visitors alike.

Tragedy should never be prerequisite for prevention.
Unfortunately, unnecessary deaths are the criteria our
society requires before they take action. I’m sure all of
these stop lights and guard rails were not seen as
being “cost effective” until enough people died. Rules
and regulations regarding safety and security were
written in the blood of those who have gone before
us. And if we are not willing to take a common sense
approach to learning from our past, then history is
bound to repeat itself.

Provocation is ALWAYS a precursor to problems. The old adage of "don't start none, won't be none" rings true more often than not. Still, day after day, practices such as SLEEP DEPRIVATION; UNWARRANTED RESTRICTION OF PRIVILEGES; THEFT OF PROPERTY; THREATS; DISPARITY; DILIGENCE; INTIMIDATION; BOGUS DISCIPLINARY WRITE UPS; HAZARD EXPOSURE; FALSIFICATION OF DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS; INSUBORDINATION; MISCONDUCT; etc... are rampant within this facility.

The turnover rate for officers here is probably the worst in the entire state. People leave this place like rats from a sinking ship. I know guards treat each other just as bad as they treat us. And it's not just the C.O.'s. We've had wardens in 2 years: Major, captain, lieutenant, sergeant, and other staff. The cause must be the complete lack of integrity, professionalism, and respect. If we are supposed to become this premiere faith-based facility, then we'd better find us some FAITH BASED OFFICERS quick, fast, and in a hurry!

When officer CATALIN told me to "suck his dick", I did exactly as directed by P.R.E.A. guidelines and told staff. They laughed in my face. I then wrote a letter which opened up a P.R.E.A. investigation. Bringing that kind of attention to myself got me threatened. However, I feel it was worth it to get them to take the issue of bullying and harassment seriously. I tried to keep it anonymous because even though I don't like to get picked on, I never want to be the cause of someone else's loss of their livelihood. When Warden Wallace's official statement came back to me listing the incident as "UNSUBSTANTIATED," I thought that was the end of it. Now officer CATALIN
no longer works here. Neither does Warden Wallace. Why?  
There's nothing worse than a person who thinks position places them above the law. Power corrupts. Absolute power corrupts absolutely. I think we can all admit that most of the people here are incorrigible. However, the few that ARE trying to change do not deserve to have their recovery compromised. If the only example these men have of authority is tainted by malice, corruption, and manipulation; then we are doing them and society a great disservice.

We still have rogue officers at Terre. Last month SGT. OLIVIERS and C.O. EMDES threw our clothes in the toilet, then exposing us to biohazardous contaminants. Officers: HUGHES, MARIN, DAVALO, LUNA, EIOE, & CRUZ; still proud around with their abuse and harassment. Heaven forbid one of these psychopaths ever gets pushed beyond their limit and we have another "BRYANT/WOODS" incident. Felt that is swift to avoid eventually find it.

The sole purpose of me embarking on this endeavor is to save lives. I do this because I CARE. I can't count the times cliche talked someone out of doing something stupid. However, if given a long enough time line, constant provocation will end in tragedy. Texas continues to misuse its prison system as a default mechanism for its failure to provide proper mental healthcare. Furthermore, the blatant disregard for integrity, equanimity, accountability, and transparency will only yield a harvest of wasted lives and shattered families. This Texas prison industrial complex makes ALOT of money. As long as the coffers down in Austin stay full, then who cares if a little blood gets spilled. After all, who's ever going to find out?

REFERENCE AND AUTHORITY AS FOLLOWS:
And now I say to you, keep away from these men and let them alone; for if this plan or this work is of men, it will come to nothing; but if it is of God, you cannot overthrow it. lest you even be found to fight against God.

(Acts 5:38-39)

Open your mouth for the speechless, In the cause of all who are appointed to die. Open your mouth, judge righteously. And plead the cause of the poor and needy.

(Proverbs 31:8-9)

Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.

(Galatians 6:9)

Whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in Me to sin, it would be better for him if a millstone were hung around his neck, and he were drowned in the depth of the sea.

(Matthew 18:6)

You shall not pervert justice; you shall not show partiality, nor take a bribe, for a bribe blinds the eyes of the wise and twists the words of the righteous.

(Deuteronomy 16:19)

TEXAS PENAL CODE § 39.03 OPRESSION BY OFFICIAL
TEXAS PENAL CODE § 39.04 VIOLATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS

This statewide money grab stretches from Dalhart to Brownsville. Subpoena these folk and before some grand jury and committees and there will be fingers pointing from Austin to Huntsville. Then they'll implicate each other and the feds will gain necessary information to hand down indictments. The status quo is making lawyers, judges, and public officials rich. All I'm saying is that the citizens of Texas and the United States deserve better. GOD DESERVES BETTER!

IN GOD WE TRUST
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